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We investigate the consistency properties in the responses of a nonlinear delay optoelectronic
intensity oscillator subject to different drives, in particular, harmonic and self-generated waveforms.
This system, an implementation of the Ikeda oscillator, is operating in a closed-loop configuration,
exhibiting its autonomous dynamics while the drive signals are additionally introduced. Applying the
same drive multiple times, we compare the dynamical responses of the optoelectronic oscillator and
quantify the degree of consistency among them via their correlation. Our results show that consis-
tency is not restricted to conditions close to the first Hopf bifurcation but can be found in a broad
range of dynamical regimes, even in the presence of multistability. Finally, we discuss the depen-
dence of consistency on the nature of the drive signal. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4966021]
Novel information processing techniques have sparked
much interest recently, including the use of dynamical sys-
tems and photonic implementations of machine-learning
concepts like Reservoir Computing.1–8 To achieve a
successful performance of complex tasks, a property has
been identified as crucial: consistency. Consistency, also
referred to as reliability, is defined as the property of a
nonlinear system to respond in a similar way to a repeated
drive. Some studies have already investigated consistency
in laser systems with delayed optical feedback and
injection. 9–11 However, a detailed experimental character-
ization of consistency in optoelectronic systems is still lack-
ing, despite their successful utilization for Reservoir
Computing. 5 We employ a delay optoelectronic intensity
oscillator to explore its consistency properties when exter-
nal drives are applied. As a scalar system with multistabil-
ity, particular dynamical features emerge under the
influence of a drive. Harmonic signals and time-traces
originating from the system are used as modulation or
drive. The correlations indicate that a significant level of
consistency can be obtained even for operation in the
global chaos regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
In any information processing scheme, it is a crucial
requirement to have a reliable operation of the system. This
means assuring the same (or sufficiently similar) response of
the system when tested repeatedly or, in other words, to have
a well-defined relationship between the input and output. In
nonlinear dynamical systems, we call this property consis-
tency. Consistency is defined as the property of a nonlinear
system to respond in a similar manner to similar inputs.9
This definition can be easily interpreted in terms of drive-
response schemes, without imposing any restriction on the
types of drive signals used. The boundaries between consis-
tent and inconsistent behaviors are not yet fully defined, and
the responses of a dynamical system can be classified into
types of consistency. Responses that are structurally similar
but not identical can still be considered consistent. But in a
more restrictive scenario, we can distinguish complete con-
sistency as the case in which the same input leads, after pos-
sible transients, to the same output of the system.12
Consistency has also been referred to as reliability and also
investigated in the contexts of generalized synchronization
or noise synchronization.13–16
Given its relevance, some theoretical and experimental
works on consistency in nonlinear delay systems have been
presented recently.9–11,17 We aim to extend the phenomenol-
ogy and understanding of consistency by studying a paradig-
matic nonlinear dynamical system: a delay optoelectronic
intensity oscillator. Optoelectronic oscillators are hybrid sys-
tems becoming more and more important in communication
technologies18–20 and have been proven to be an attractive
platform for optical information processing.5,21,22 The stan-
dard optoelectronic intensity oscillator consists of a semicon-
ductor laser feeding a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM),
whose output is delayed in a fiber line, detected, amplified,
filtered, and finally fed back to the modulation input of the
modulator.
Optoelectronic oscillators with delay exhibit a wide
variety of dynamical scenarios depending on the control
parameters such as feedback strength and MZM offset phase,
or filter characteristics.23–25 They are known for their charac-
teristic transition to chaos, displaying waveforms from peri-
odic oscillations to fully developed chaos. When the
employed filter is a low-pass filter, the configuration is com-
monly referred to as the Ikeda delayed feedback oscillator,
as it was used for the investigation and characterization of
features of the Ikeda delay differential equation.26–30 With a
bandpass filter configuration, the optoelectronic oscillator
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shows other interesting dynamical features, including chaotic
breathers24 or chimera states.31
As a scalar nonlinear dynamical system, optoelectronic
oscillators are well-studied systems in the literature, showing
an excellent agreement between modeling and experi-
ments.22,26,28–30,32–35 The scalar nature also allows for a
recording of the response in the electrical domain and using
the recorded responses for reinjection as many times as
desired. Yet these systems are more constrained in terms of
chaotic regimes, exhibiting only the so called weak chaos
regime.36,37 Strong chaos, a major mechanism destroying con-
sistency, does not occur in the undriven system, but in the
presence of an external drive, consistency is not guaranteed.
In addition, the Ikeda oscillator displays multistability and has
many coexisting solutions that can jeopardize consistency.27,28
Although it has been successfully used for neuro-inspired pho-
tonic information processing implementation, in particular,
Reservoir Computing,5,38,39 successful operation has been
limited to conditions close to the first instability threshold.
In this paper, we investigate the consistency properties
of an optoelectronic intensity oscillator with first-order low
pass filtering when subjected to an external forcing. Our
analysis involves various drive signals, harmonic and those
originating from the system, that lead to different responses
depending on the control parameters. With our experiments,
we explore the possibility to have consistent behaviour
beyond the instability threshold conditions for the system
with a closed loop configuration and additional drive signal.
II. EXPERIMENT
The optoelectronic setup used for the consistency
experiments is depicted in Fig. 1. A semiconductor laser
(k¼ 1545 nm, Ith¼ 17.9mA) is used as light source feeding
a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) which acts as a nonlin-
ear element. The delay line of the loop introduces a delay of
sD¼ 20 ls. In Fig. 1, thin blue lines indicate the optical sig-
nal, while heavy orange lines indicate the electrical signal.
The response v(t) is acquired in the electrical domain after
the delay line. The external drive w(t) is electrically intro-
duced after the low-pass filter (cut-off frequency of 0.52
MHz), experiencing a different electronic gain than the feed-
back signal v(t) before being applied to the modulation elec-
trode of the MZM. The ratio between the gains gv/gw is
approximately 0.52. Here, the system is running in a closed
loop configuration and thus influenced by delay dynamics
during the addition of the drive.
The laser intensity, controlled by its pump current, is
used as a control parameter when analyzing the transition to
chaos, and the relevant Ikeda Hopf bifurcation threshold (IH)
is found for a laser pump current of 25mA (when operating
with a MZM bias at the maximum slope for the MZM modu-
lation transfer function). From the Hopf bifurcation threshold
and the solitary lasing threshold, one can derive the normal-
ized b bifurcation parameter: b ¼ IIthIHIth. The amplitude of
the drive signals is usually referenced to the half-wave volt-
age Vp of the system, which is measured to be 360mV. The
standalone device, without considering the electronic ampli-
fier from the system input to the MZM, has a 3.9V half
wave voltage. Drive signals are continuously applied with an
intermediate blank time (>600 ls, thus 30 times the delay)
to let the system relax back to its autonomous dynamics.
During the data acquisition, the operating point of the MZM
was controlled via a DC voltage offset and set to 9.09V in
the experiments involving the harmonic drive. For the self-
generated waveforms, the values used were 8.44V for the
periodic drive, 7.31V for period-2-chaos, and 5.98V for the
chaotic drive. The choice of the DC voltage in every experi-
ment was based on the bifurcation scenario. Conditions in
which the bifurcation diagram remained invariant and char-
acterized by the period doubling cascade route to chaos with-
out hysteresis were regarded as optimal. Thus, the nominal
DC voltage value was used as orientation in the experiments
only. In all cases, the offset phase /0 set the static operating
point in the negative slope of the modulation transfer func-
tion, except for the chaotic drive, in which the dynamics
FIG. 1. Scheme of the consistency setup
for the delay optoelectronic oscillator.
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were closer to the maximum of the nonlinear transformation.
The multiple responses to the drive are compared, and their
degree of consistency is quantified through the consistency
correlation.9,11 The consistency correlation is defined as the
cross-correlation coefficient between two normalized power
output responses x1ðtÞ and x2ðtÞ: Cc ¼ hx1ðtÞx2ðtÞi, where
each response is normalized such that hxiðtÞi ¼ 0 and hx2i ðtÞi
¼ 1; i ¼ f1; 2g. Hence, the consistency correlation repre-
sents a meaningful measure that can cover the whole range
from 0 to 1.
First, we discuss drive signals consisting of a harmonic
signal, commonly used in other drive-response experiments,
to characterize the responses of the oscillator to a smooth
periodic signal. Second, self-generated autonomous dynam-
ics are used as drives. The latter waveforms are employed to
determine whether the nonlinear response of the Ikeda sys-
tem is more consistent when the drive exhibits similar
dynamical features as the self-generated closed-loop
dynamics.
III. RESULTS
In the following, we analyze the responses of the opto-
electronic oscillator when subjected to external inputs. The
starting point of our experiments is the insertion of a har-
monic drive, the frequency of which is of the order of the
fast oscillations in the system. Such fast oscillations appear
in the route to chaos as odd higher harmonic solutions with
period sD=n, with n being an odd integer.
27 The use of this
drive contributes to characterizing how the Ikeda system
responds to simple periodic signals, and to identify charac-
teristic features of the system like transient times. The exter-
nal modulation consists of a sine waveform of 200mVpp
amplitude, below the Vp of the system. The choice of the
modulation frequency of 275 kHz is not arbitrary either.
After surpassing the Hopf bifurcation’s threshold, the
dynamics of the oscillator shows a squarewave oscillation
with a periodicity of approximately 2sD, distinctive of oper-
ating points along the negative slope of the transfer function
of the MZM. The fundamental frequency of the squarewaves
is 25 kHz; thus, the modulation frequency corresponds to the
11th harmonic of the system. Each harmonic sequence has
80 periods and it is injected repeatedly 77 times with the
blank time in between.
When no modulation is applied, the dynamics of the
optoelectronic system exhibits periodic oscillations at the
fundamental frequency under the chosen operating condi-
tions. In Fig. 2(a), we show that the application of the har-
monic drive results in an adapted behaviour of the system
with oscillations at the drive frequency. The transient time
required for the system to converge to the adapted response
corresponds to about the delay time sD. After that time, the
system responds in the same way to every repetition of the
drive, displaying consistency among responses. When the
modulation is switched off, the system goes back to the orig-
inal oscillations of smaller amplitude at 25 kHz.
A different behaviour is observed when the dynamical
conditions are changed by choosing a pump current of
I¼ 37.03mA. The autonomous system is then in a period-2-
chaos state. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), the time traces exhibit
periodic oscillations of the same frequency as the drive, but
with irregular variations in amplitude. In general terms, the
oscillation phase is preserved among the different trials, and
the range of the oscillations is clearly bounded. This example
represents the situation of a low (partial) degree of consis-
tency. Moreover, the system requires a longer transient time
of 80 ls to display a consistent oscillation phase.
To quantify the degree of consistency, we compute the
consistency correlation. The results are shown in Fig. 3 as a
function of the pump current. The dotted vertical lines divide
the dynamical regimes of the autonomous system though,
given the jumps between multiple stable solutions, strict
boundaries cannot be defined. Various realizations with dif-
ferent offset phases /0 show that the trend of the curve is
more or less invariant of the offset phase /0. When the sys-
tem is in a steady state or periodic oscillations regime, the
FIG. 2. (a) Experimental time traces under modulation for a pump current of
I¼ 26.93mA; (b) experimental time traces under modulation for I¼ 37.03mA.
The sinusoidal drive is also represented in black color with an offset to be dis-
tinguishable from the waveforms.
FIG. 3. Correlation as a function of the pump current I for an harmonic modu-
lation of 200mVpp. The dotted lines divide in an approximate manner the dif-
ferent dynamical regimes found at different I. FP: Fixed Point; P: Periodic,
P4: Period 4; P2C: Period-2-chaos; HHF: Higher Harmonic dynamics; and
Chaos.
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response to a harmonic forcing is consistent; the system adapts
easily to the modulation as the high values of the consistency
correlation indicate. When the system enters into the chaotic
regime, the response is not consistent anymore and the corre-
lations drop drastically. However, a regime in which a gradual
transition between consistent and inconsistent response occurs
can be identified. In this regime, the autonomous dynamics is
within the period doubling sequence, like period 4, or even
period-2-chaos, and the corresponding pump currents fall
within the range of (32–37.5)mA. In this transition area, the
system preserves partially its autonomous dynamics while dis-
playing influence from the modulation frequency. The results
summarized in Fig. 3 are distinctive for the case in which the
modulation frequency corresponds to a higher harmonic solu-
tion. Operating in the vicinity of fixed point or periodic auton-
omous dynamics, the response system is influenced by the
drive and adjusts its frequency to the external one. However,
as soon as chaos is present in the autonomous dynamics, con-
sistency drops.
Next, we repeat the procedure employing more complex
drive signals. Instead of harmonic waveforms, we now use
time traces generated by the autonomous system (running in
a closed loop configuration), recorded by a digital scope and
then replayed as inputs using an arbitrary waveform genera-
tor. The purpose is to investigate whether the system reacts
differently to these drives so that even in the chaotic regimes
forms of consistency can be identified.
Three time traces were acquired at different operating
conditions to be used as drives. Specifically, the waveforms
correspond to the periodic, period-2-chaos, and fully developed
chaos regimes of the Ikeda optoelectronic system. The period-
2-chaos belongs to a regime of local chaos, in which the peri-
odic solutions merge into chaotic attractors but the dynamics
still exhibits periodic structures. Eventually, the chaotic attrac-
tors merge again into a single attractor, leading to the fully
developed chaos state with no apparent structures.28 The peri-
odic waveform was recorded for I¼ 30.01mA, with a natural
amplitude of V0¼ 0.6 Vpp. This case study can be seen as an
extension of the harmonic drive investigations with different
periodic waveform and a slower frequency of 50 kHz. The
period-2-chaos drive was acquired at I¼ 37.57mA and has an
original amplitude of the oscillations of 0.97Vpp, similar to the
amplitude of the chaotic oscillations exhibiting 1Vpp (acquired
at I¼ 49.81mA). The drive signals w(t) were injected into the
system preserving their original amplitude as recorded.
Nevertheless, we also explore the dependence of the consis-
tency properties on the drive amplitude by attenuating the sig-
nals down to 20% of the original amplitude.
For every drive signal, and analogously to the harmonic
case, we tuned the pump current to obtain data for 6 different
conditions corresponding to different dynamical regimes,
which were selected manually to avoid operating conditions
too close to bifurcations. Those regimes correspond to fixed
point, periodic dynamics, period 4 dynamics, period-2-chaos
dynamics, higher harmonic frequency dynamics and global
chaos. Here, the duration of the time traces used for modula-
tion were 10ms (ca. 500 times sD), and the blank times
lasted 4ms (ca. 200 times sD).
Some examples of the dynamical responses are shown
with their respective drives in Figures 4–6. Figure 4 depicts the
response dynamics of the system to the period-2-chaos modu-
lation at different times. The drive signal was injected into the
optoelectronic system at a pump current of I¼ 39.05mA, cor-
responding to a period-2-chaos or higher harmonic autono-
mous dynamics. The modulation amplitude, plotted in red with
an offset for better visualization, was attenuated by 50% in the
experiment. Below the modulation, a superposition of 139
response waveforms is depicted for different time intervals of
similar duration. Figure 4(a) shows the least consistent dynam-
ics, in which the multiple repetitions of the drive result in dif-
ferent trajectories, with nevertheless some similarities. A
transition to high consistency is achieved after 3.5ms, as illus-
trated in plot (b). In this case, a perfect synchronized response
is reached for all the 139 responses. This consistent behavior is
sustained for more than 5ms (corresponding to about 300
FIG. 4. Modulation drive corresponding to period-2-chaos (in red with an
added offset) and 139 superimposed dynamical responses for different time
intervals along the sequence, displaying (a) least consistent behavior; (b)
complete consistency; (c) partial consistency; and (d) bistability.
FIG. 5. Modulation drive corresponding to period-2-chaos (in blue with an
offset) and 140 superimposed dynamical responses with a break in the time
axis to illustrate the restoration to complete consistency. The drive signal was
injected into the optoelectronic oscillator at a pump current of I¼ 39.05mA.
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delay times sD), although intervals with lower degree of con-
sistency appear, like in plot (c). This loss of complete consis-
tency leads to a gradual change in the dynamics that ends up in
bistability and oscillations of higher frequency, as plot (d)
illustrates. The 139 dynamical responses are encompassed into
two possible trajectories, and surprisingly, the bistability is
observed during the modulation of the system and not right
after the start or removal of the drive. The whole sequence of
responses goes through a process of transitory dynamics, low
consistency, complete consistency, and bistability, and it
should be noted that every transition happens at a precise and
consistent timing along the many repetitions.
Interestingly, the temporal changes in the dynamical
responses are not limited to a degradation of the consistency.
The opposite situation, in which consistency is restored, has
also been observed. Figure 5 displays the restoration of com-
plete consistency in the responses to the period-2-chaos drive
attenuated by 40%. The drive is depicted in blue with an off-
set of 1.2V together with 140 superimposed dynamical
responses. The trials exhibit a bistable behaviour in their tra-
jectories for approximately 6.2ms. After that time, a com-
plete consistency is restored and preserved until the removal
of the drive. These phenomena represent a new and not yet
reported form of temporal-dependent consistency. Such tem-
poral consistent switching could be due to the vicinity of
coexisting attractors, but the detailed mechanisms leading to
this behaviour are still to be investigated.
Two other examples of the driven dynamics for the chaotic
drive are depicted in Fig. 6. Plot (a) shows the modulation in red
color attenuated to 200mVpp and with a manual offset together
with 50 dynamical responses obtained at I¼ 34.98mA. Plot (b)
shows 50 responses to the same drive with an amplitude of
0.8Vpp and acquired at I¼ 39.58mA. Two important features
are worth noting. In both cases, all the trials overlap in fluctua-
tions that differ from the drive, which demonstrates the ability
of the system to respond nonlinearly and consistently to the
modulation. Less deviations among responses and, thus, higher
consistency, are found in Fig. 6(a), which corresponds to the
smaller modulation amplitude and lower pump current. A com-
parison between the dynamics of plots (a) and (b) also illustrates
that the responses are characteristic to the operating conditions,
given that, although the same drive is employed, the responses
display different oscillations.
To quantify the consistency behaviour for the self-
generated drives, we again determine the consistency corre-
lations. Figure 7 shows the consistency correlation coeffi-
cients for the three employed drives for different dynamical
conditions tuned by the laser intensity. We show two repre-
sentative drive amplitudes for each signal: 200mVpp and
600mVpp, so that one is below and one is above Vp of the
system. The consistency correlation for the periodic wave-
form sketched in blue color is closest to the harmonic case,
with high correlation values for small pump currents and a
monotonic decrease as the pump current is increased. The
response system follows the drive for low pump currents, but
when entering in the chaotic regime, consistency cannot be
sustained. For higher amplitude of the drive (blue dashed
line), the consistent response is extended to larger pump cur-
rent values, allowing the occurrence of a consistent behavior
in dynamical conditions beyond periodic oscillations. The
green lines show the consistency correlations for a period-2-
chaos drive. The low amplitude case shows a higher consis-
tency with respect to the periodic drive, extending the range
of partially consistent responses. An interesting extension is
the consistency correlation curve for 600mVpp amplitude
(dashed green line). The consistent behaviour is sustained up
to pump currents around 39mA, exhibiting correlations
above 0.9 in regimes of local chaos. By increasing the pump
current further, responses with a high degree of consistency
can still be achieved. This is remarkable and might be related
to the matching of dynamical bandwidth between the drive
and response system. The correlation curves for the chaotic
drive are plotted in magenta. The solid line shows the perfor-
mance for the low amplitude. With this drive, we obtained
FIG. 6. Chaotic drive (red) and 50 dynamical responses for (a) 0.2Vpp at
period 4 dynamics I¼ 34.98. (b) 0.8Vpp at higher harmonic dynamics
I¼ 39.58mA.
FIG. 7. Consistency correlation as a function of the pump current I for three
self generated drives and two amplitudes, 200mVpp and 600mVpp. The dotted
vertical lines divide the different dynamical regimes found at different I. FP:
Fixed Point; P: Periodic, P4: Period 4; P2C: Period-2-chaos; HHF: Higher
Harmonic dynamics; and Chaos.
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the most consistent responses in intermediate dynamical
regimes like the period 4 dynamics, period-2-chaos, or
higher harmonic dynamics. For the case of 600mVpp, the
high correlation values at moderate and low pump currents
are extended, and the decreasing slope is less pronounced as
compared to the previous results. For completeness, Fig. 7
also displays the case of the chaotic drive without attenuation
(1Vpp). Surprisingly, consistent responses are obtained in
most of the regimes, showing only a gradual decay in the
consistency correlations when the system is entering the
fully developed chaos regime. Such observation can be also
understood as the occurrence of generalized locking between
the autonomous system dynamics and a structurally similar
drive, although the detailed conditions for this phenomenon
to arise remain to be identified. Nevertheless, these are prom-
ising results in terms of the response properties of the opto-
electronic oscillator, and they prove the potential of the sys-
tem to extend its consistent behaviour for information proc-
essing applications beyond the first Hopf bifurcation.
Altogether, two important features can be extracted from
Fig. 7. First, the amplitude of the drive can have an impact
on the consistency in the regimes of period-4, period-2-
chaos, or higher harmonics. Larger drive amplitudes in these
regimes lead to higher consistency correlations, thus extend-
ing the consistent behaviour to higher pump currents.
Second, the results demonstrate that our oscillator responds
with a higher level of consistency when the drive is more
similar to the intrinsic operating conditions.
IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We investigated the consistency characteristics of a
delay optoelectronic oscillator subject to different external
drive signals: harmonic drives and recorded waveforms. The
drives were applied to the Mach-Zehnder modulator while
the system was in closed-loop operation and in different
dynamical regimes. Our results show, in general terms, that a
highly consistent response is attainable when the system is
operating in the periodic regime, regardless of the drive or
its amplitude. As the pump current of the laser is increased,
the system is more sensitive to external perturbations and
consistency strongly depends on the operating conditions
and the drive properties.
The harmonic drive illustrates how the consistency cor-
relation curve for the responses exhibits a decrease as the
dynamics starts to exhibit chaotic characteristics. Interesting
results are also observed when signals generated by the sys-
tem are used for driving with varying amplitudes. Although
the trend in correlations is similar, the oscillator exhibited
different forms and levels of consistency. Multistability can
destroy consistency by switching between dynamical states
in the course of the driving process or at the recovery times.
But then, such bistability also leads to another interesting
manifestation of consistent behaviour: the occurrence of the
switch from one solution to another during the application of
the drive at the same instant, which we named temporally
consistent switching.
For almost all drive signals, the responses still preserve
partial consistency when the system operates in a regime of
local chaos. The amplitude of the drive influences the start of
the decay in the consistency correlation as the system enters
into the regime of global chaos. In the example of the chaotic
drive, the degree of consistency is even sustained for fully
developed chaos. These results illustrate the potential of the
driven Ikeda system and open new perspectives for informa-
tion processing techniques, which could extend their perfor-
mance beyond the first Hopf threshold bifurcation. From a
more fundamental point of view, it is an interesting question
to explore, whether the consistency transition can be
described in terms of a phase transition. Moreover, compar-
ing the observed features to the brain, which is permanently
in a complex dynamical state, it might be interesting to
extend and understand neuro-inspired information process-
ing concepts in the context of such conditions.
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